
Chasing my Y-DNA part 38
Been living in a region of American, which is not considered part of the Anglo-European 
mainstream. Where one can search ones pass by going down one's family line father by 
father, which is referred to as the Father's Father.

Indigenous Americans have a tendency to utilize personal differences for there growth. 
Sometimes it is felt that people feel that on can not individually express one's self. To 
myself, I know my qualifications of finding and analysis this information, and finding 
my traits and traits of other in the characteristics of the line of which I am tracing. Dad, 
was able to trace beyond Daniel Elliot of the testimony to his father Daniel Ellot who 
migrated to America.

Daniel Elliot of the testimony brought forth and honest concept, but people did not 
believe him. It is great to have well founded concepts which differ, because that is truly 
indigenous to the needs of a self governing nation.

When concepts are not based on the basics, then actuality can circumvented by the 
reiver to that which is thought to be accurate. It should be noted there is many concepts 
out there on that which are said to become Elliot, but doing it for my Y-DNA.

Well want to start with a concept from James V. Elliott  November 2009 

> The Border Elliots may well have originated in Cumberland before
> 1400, but the evidence suggests that if this is so then the surname
> probably disappeared from the county before 1500 and was later
> reintroduced by Scottish Elliots. The key document for supporting
> this position is the 1581/2 Muster Roll of Cumberland in the
> Calendar of Border Papers. This list is fairly comprehensive for
> three of Cumberland's four wards. No names are given for Allerdale
> Ward, the district farthest from the border, but the total number of
> Elliots in the remainder of the county is certainly less then the
> number of contemporary Scottish Elliots and does not appear
> inconsistent with the known "resetting" of Scottish rebels within
> Cumberland throughout the sixteenth century. 



It is felt that Cumberland may be the area of origin of what became Clan 
Elliot of Scotland.

Though the Elliot surname came up from East Riding, Yorkshire, it is felt that 
land of the Wake of Kirkandrews was passed to and Andrew Douglas, at that 
time it was Scotland, and over the generations, the surname spread faster than 
the Y-DNA. Though the Y-DNA also did spread.

Robert P. Elliott did a lot of good work in gathering information;



In comparison of the Daniel Elliot modal.

Related are the; Burns, Dixon, Elliot, and Kerrs @ 6
Probably related; Armstrong, Bell, and Rutherford @ 7
Possibly related; Beaty, David, and Scott @ 8
                            Irwin, Johnson and Tate @ 9 

At 6 likely origins of the;
Burns, Dixon, and Kerrs 

Clan Burns,

Above does state Cumberland for a location of the Burns.

Clan Kerr



Kerr Traditionally said to be Anglo-Norman.

Clan Dixon

Thomas Dicson, a follower of the Douglas clan, at the capture of Castle  
Douglas in 1307.



Clan Armstrong

Clan Armstrong is and armigerous clan whose origins lie in Cumberland...

Clan Bell



There is a strong connection between the Kerr, Tait, and 
Rutherford Clans.

When the ca 1320 border was in place, this put Elwald who migrated north 
on the Scottish side of the border, the ones of the Daniel group are likely the 
ones of the Andrew Douglas of Kirkandrews/Cavers, which migrate on ward 
up the Liddel and are most likely related to the Clans shown. 

In bringing the name north, and having it separated by border placement in a 
region which may be adopting surnames would spread the surnames on to 
people of different Y-DNA base, likely first north of Kirkandrews in the 
region which James V. Elliott suggested the Elwald emerged.

Mark Elliott                                                                          1/27/2013 


